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Abstract

Detecting foreign objects embedded in turbid media using noninvasive optical tomography techniques is of
great importance in many practical applications, such as in biomedical imaging and diagnosis, safety inspection
on aircrafts and submarines, and LIDAR techniques. In this paper we develop a novel optical tomography
approach based on slope analysis of time-resolved back-scattered signals collected at the medium boundaries
where the light source is an ultrafast, short-pulse laser. As the optical 9eld induced by the laser-pulse prop-
agates, the detected temporal signals are in:uenced by the optical properties of the medium traversed. The
detected temporal signatures therefore contain information that can indicate the presence of an inhomogeneity
as well as its size and location relative to the laser source and detection systems. The log-slope analysis of
the time-resolved back-scattered intensity is shown to be an e;ective method for extracting the information
contained in the signal. The technique is validated by experimental results and by Monte Carlo simulations.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many applications of near-infrared (NIR) ultrashort laser pulses in optical tomography have been
proposed and studied extensively by various researchers in the past few years. These investiga-
tions are motivated by the potential for noninvasively assessing the optical properties of absorbing–
scattering media such as biological tissues. Unlike X-ray-based computed tomography (CT) that
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relies on high-energy rays, optical tomography utilizes low powered NIR light that is benign to
human skin and tissue. There are several advantages associated with time-resolved optical imaging.
For example, the instrumentation system is small, less complex and that the signal detection can
be easily obtained with less manipulation and restriction. However, the detection of foreign objects
inside a turbid medium proves to be a challenging task because the incident laser light experiences
energy attenuation and multiple scattering events within the turbid medium before reaching the de-
tectors located at boundary surfaces. Rapid advances in laser technology have made it possible to
obtain pulses in sub-picosecond and femtosecond time scales and this has opened new and promising
avenues for time-resolved optical imaging. Using this technology, either di;used, ballistic or snake
components of light signals can be utilized for optical imaging of optically thin to thick media as
long as the detected signal is strong enough to be 9ltered from background noise and experimental
uncertainty. Several recent studies [1–3] have reported on the feasibility of determining optical prop-
erties of thick turbid media from time-resolved light scattering measurements via simply applying
the di;usion theory.

In this paper, we have investigated the possibility of detecting an inhomogeneity in turbid media
by analyzing the temporal signals at the decaying tail of the backscattered laser pulse. We propose
a new log-slope analysis method that is simple, innovative and eNcient. The veri9cation of this
method in detecting an inhomogeneity in a turbid medium is conducted experimentally by embed-
ding a tiny graphite inclusion into a block of tissue phantom. A Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
program has also been implemented to model the 3D transient laser radiative transfer for further
parametric investigations and other relevant analyses. Brewster and Yamada [3] have shown that
the asymptotic log-slope of a homogeneous semi-in9nite slab is steeper as the scattering albedo
decreases. A study conducted by Zaccanti et al. [4] also shows that there is a signi9cant dependence
between the scattering coeNcient of a homogeneous medium and the broadening of laser pulse, thus
a;ecting the steepness of asymptotic log-slope. Recently, Guo and Kim [5] further showed that the
asymptotic log-slopes of re:ected signals in a 9nite 3D geometry are proportional to the absorption
coeNcient of the embedded inhomogeneity. Our concept of detecting an inhomogeneity of relatively
high absorption compared to the surrounding tissue is to evaluate the log-slope from back-scattered
laser signals at various positions on the surface of the medium. The in:uence of absorptivity and
size of the embedded inhomogeneity on the log-slope is studied. The e;ects of laser and detector
positions for locating the graphite inclusion are also examined.

2. Monte Carlo model

The details of the experimental setup are discussed in the subsequent section. The simulation is
performed using a Monte Carlo multidimensional transient radiative transfer program adapted from
Guo et al. [6]. The MC simulation models photons propagation in homogeneous turbid medium by
calculating the movements of a large number of photon bundles. Each emitted photon bundle begins
from an initial position within the incident laser beam and makes its way into the participating
medium by traveling a series of path lengths determined from a statistical distribution. After each
segment traveled, the bundle experiences scattering, absorption as well as re:ection. Scaled isotropic
scattering is used to reduce CPU time in calculations although the scattering of tissue phantom is
anisotropic. Such an approximation does not introduce obvious errors in the di;usion part of the
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Fig. 1. Treatment of photon interaction with graphite
inclusion.

Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental model: the laser and
detector head scans over a tissue phantom with a graphite
inclusion.

signal as shown by Guo et al. [7]. Fresnel re:ections [8] at the tissue–air interface are incorporated
because of the signi9cant refractive index mismatch (nair = 1; ntissue = 1:40). Total internal re:ection
occurs when the incoming angle is greater than or equal to the critical angle while partially specular
re:ection occurs otherwise. The energy attenuation of each photon bundle due to absorption is
determined by using the magnitude of the scattering albedo.

Additional subroutines are included in the MC simulation to address light propagation inside the
turbid medium with the presence of a graphite inclusion. The graphite inclusion is treated as a
highly absorbing and low-re:ecting material. A signi9cant amount of radiative energy is absorbed
when the scattered photon bundles come into contact with the graphite’s surface. The exact values of
absorption and re:ection for graphite are not needed since the measured log-slopes vary less than 1%
for results with absorption ranging over 90–100%. Based on this, we assumed 95% absorption and
5% re:ection. Interacting photon bundles are specularly re:ected with a substantial loss of energy
content and no photon bundles are allowed to penetrate the graphite inclusion due to the assumption
of surface absorption at the graphite interface.

Fig. 1 shows a photon bundle located near the graphite inclusion with Dy–z as the projected
vector of it next trajectory in y–z plane. The 9rst test to determine whether the photon bundle hits
the inclusion is to check if the vector Dy–z lies inside the angle of view, �3, when the norm of it
is greater than |L|, where L is the distance from the photon bundle location to the center of the
inclusion. The angles �1, �2 and �3 can be calculated from

�1 = arctan(Dy=Dz); (1)

�2 = arctan(Ly=Lz); (2)

�3 = 2[arcsin(rgraphite=|L|)]; (3)

where Dy, Dz, Ly, Lz are the projected lengths of Dy–z and L in the y- and z-axis, respectively, and
rgraphite is the radius of the graphite cylinder. Thus, the contact occurs when |�1 − �2|¡ (�3=2). The
test is incomplete because the photon might fall inside the graphite region even though Dy–z ¡ |L|.
Thus the second test is to check if the 9nal trajectory is located inside the circumference of the
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graphite inclusion. Once the photon bundle hits the surface, its energy content is reduced by 95%
before being re:ected o; the graphite’s surface for the remaining distance of the current trajectory.

3. Simulation/experimental model

3.1. Experimental model

The physical system studied through experimental and simulation modeling consists of a rectangu-
lar tissue phantom implanted with a tiny graphite cylinder that serves as an inhomogeneity as shown
in Fig. 2. The tissue phantom is made from a mixture of polystyrene matrix and silica microspheres
of 1 �m (±10%) in diameter with a refractive index of 1.46. The silica microspheres are used as
scattering agent and have a concentration by volume of 0.86% of the entire tissue phantom that
measures 16:1 mm×96:6 mm×39:1 mm in height, length and depth, respectively. The above prepa-
ration of tissue phantom yields a quasi-homogeneous turbid medium with a scattering coeNcient of
0:37 mm−1 and negligible absorption for visible wavelengths as no arti9cial absorbing agent is added
during the process. The refractive index of this phantom matrix at 532 nm wavelength is found to
be 1.59. The tissue block is held on a translation stage and is free to move from left to right during
scanning process.

A tiny piece of graphite cylinder measuring 1:6 mm in diameter and 39:1 mm in length is inserted
horizontally at the center of the tissue block. The graphite is highly absorbing and therefore most
photons that interact with it will be absorbed before they pass through. However, a small percentage
of the photons will be re:ected back into the tissue phantom for further internal scattering.

3.2. Incident laser and detector conditions

The pulse laser source is generated via a frequency-doubled Nd3+: YAG mode-locked laser which
has a pulse width of 60 ps at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The setup of the laser system has been
given in [7]. The laser beam is delivered to the surface of the tissue block via a window output.
The beam is incident from a direction normal to the top face of the tissue. The beam’s diameter is
1:3 mm and the temporal Gaussian distribution of the pulse is describe by the following:

I = I0 exp�−4 ln 2× (t=tp − 2:0)2�; (4)

where I0 is the maximum pulse intensity, and tp, the pulse width. In the present MC simulation,
a total of 1 × 108 photon bundles are used for an impulsive input where Duhamel’s theorem of
superposition is applied to incorporate the input pulse pro9le in a method as described by Guo and
Kumar [9].

In the experiment, the detector is positioned at a 9xed distance of 9 mm away from the laser
incident location in the direction of the positive y-axis. The laser beam and detector are collectively
referred as the detecting system and y0, which is measured from the origin of the Cartesian coordinate
to the mid-point between the laser and detector, is referred as the position of the detecting system.
The detector, which is an optical 9ber approximately 100 �m in diameter, is connected to an ultrafast
optical oscilloscope. The optical oscilloscope model is OOS-01 made by Hamamatsu and has a photon
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counting capability with time resolution of 10 ps. The parameters used in the MC simulation are set
to match the experimental model.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Choice of log-slope

A new technique called the decaying log-slope analysis to detect an inhomogeneity in turbid
media has been developed in this paper. Fig. 3 shows the typically detected laser signals in both
linear and log scales, where the results of MC simulation are also plotted. There exists a nearly
straight decaying tail in the log scale and its log-slope can be calculated for each detecting position.
The representative results in Fig. 3 are from the case that the detecting system is positioned at
y0 =−3 mm with the graphite implanted at the rectangular tissue center. The log-slope varies with
localized absorption coeNcient in the region around the detection system. Regions with a higher
average absorption display steeper log-slopes than those regions with a lower absorption coeNcient.
Therefore, it is possible to detect a localized area with a high absorption property inside a turbid
medium by performing scans across the surface of the medium.

Fig. 4 demonstrates how the representative log-slopes are obtained in the interval 400–500 ps
used in our analysis for signals collected at y0 = −25 and −3 mm, respectively. The log-slope is
calculated by 9tting an exponential function over this interval. At y0=−25 mm, the absorption e;ect
from the graphite inclusion is very slight. Therefore, the log-slope pro9le is a result of laser light
transport in the homogeneous matrix region. For a detection position near the graphite inclusion,
such as at y0 =−3 mm, the in:uence of absorption is greater and tends to create steeper log-slopes.
When the log-slope analysis is applied to all signals detected from various positions, the location of
the graphite inclusion can be determined.
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Fig. 5. Experimental and Monte Carlo comparison: aver-
age log-slope with error bar versus detector position.

Fig. 6. E;ect of graphite’s diameter on log-slope: laser
and detector distance is 9 mm.

4.2. Detection of Inhomogeneity

Laser signals collected at various detection positions in the experiment and the corresponding MC
simulations are studied next. The MC simulation is performed on a PC with a 1:7 GHz Pentium-4
processor equipped with 256 MB RAM. The result from each detector position with 1×108 incident
photon bundles requires approximately 1:4 h computational time. This value of photons is chosen to
reduce the computational time without compromising the accuracy. The simulation for each detector
position is repeated for a total of 10 times to obtain a statistical error estimate. Experimental proce-
dures have been performed 3 times for each detector position and corresponding data sets obtained
and averaged.

Fig. 5 shows the average log-slope values plotted with respect to the detecting positions from
the center of the coordinate system. The raw signals from both the experiment and MC simula-
tion are normalized before their respective log-slopes are calculated. The v-shape log-slope pro-
9le in Fig. 5 demonstrates the feasibility of detecting highly absorbing inhomogeneity in turbid
media by utilizing decaying log-slope characteristics. The tip of the pro9le indicates the position
of the graphite inclusion, but the pro9le is not symmetrical because of the 9 mm gap between
the laser and detector in the experimental design and in the simulations. Also the exact size of
the inhomogeneity (diameter = 1:6 mm) is not clearly available in the v-shaped log-slope pro9le.
The region where the sharpest change in the slope occurs in Fig. 5 is about 10 mm which is
larger than the diameter. This may be caused by two reasons. First, the highly absorbing inho-
mogeneity is embedded at a depth of 8:05 mm from the surface. Second, there is a 9 mm gap
between the laser and detector. Since we used a window output type laser system, we could not
put the detector at a distance closer to the laser incident spot. It is also noted that there is a
slight mismatch between the experimental and MC results, although both results clearly demon-
strate the same trends and indicate the e;ectiveness of the log-slope method. For the purpose of
this paper, i.e., to demonstrate the log-slope method, the mismatch is therefore not important. This
mismatch is probably due to the equivalent isotropic assumption in the MC simulation and from
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Fig. 7. E;ect of graphite inclusion’s depth on log-slope: laser and detector coincide and the graphite diameter is 1:6 mm.

the experimental uncertainties related of the values of medium properties and the photon detection
techniques.

4.3. E;ect of graphite inclusion diameter

The e;ect of graphite inclusion diameter in the inhomogeneity detection is investigated parametri-
cally via the MC numerical simulation. The optical properties of the tissue phantom, the position of
the graphite inclusion and the detecting system remain unchanged. Fig. 6 shows the average log-slope
plotted with respect to the position of the detecting system for the case where the laser and detec-
tor are separated by 9 mm. The depth of the v-shape groove begins to diminish with reduction in
graphite diameter as expected because less radiative energy is absorbed. The minimum detectable
graphite diameter, presuming 3% standard deviation in the log-slope uncertainty measurement, is
found to be about 0:1 mm. The depth of the v-shape groove is strongly related to the diameter of
the inclusion. The larger the diameter is, the deeper is the v-shape groove.

4.4. E;ect of depth of graphite inclusion

The e;ect of depth of graphite inclusion in the inhomogeneity detection is investigated next.
Unlike the original experimental setup, the MC program is modi9ed to simulate the case when the
positions of the laser and detector coincide with each other. Such a modi9cation is to eliminate the
in:uence of the gap between the laser beam and detector and may be achieved experimentally by
the use of a 9ber optic re:ectance probe. Fig. 7 shows the v-shape grooves for graphite embedded
at 5.05, 8.05 and 12:05 mm below the surface, respectively, using this new simulation design. The
pro9le is now symmetrical along the centerline, i.e. where the graphite inclusion is located. The
width of the groove in Fig. 7 is smaller as compared to the plots above. Apart from that, the overall
magnitude of log-slope has increased because the detected signals are less di;used and relatively
narrower than the 9 mm gap laser–detector counterpart. The v-shape deepens when the inclusion is
closer to the surface because of the increase in absorption. It may be possible to estimate the depth
by characterizing the strength of the v-shape.
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5. Conclusions

Both experimental and MC investigations demonstrate that it is viable to utilize the decaying
log-slope analysis as a quick preliminary technique to noninvasively detect an inhomogeneity in
a turbid medium. The steepness of the log-slope depends on the size and depth of the absorbing
inhomogeneity. The inhomogeneity can be located via the v-shape pro9le of the log-slope. The
agreements observed between Monte Carlo and experimental results reinforce the feasibility of the
method. Also it permits parametric studies via MC simulations, and such manipulations allow us to
predict new results and estimate the e;ectiveness of the technique under di;erent circumstances. The
results of the simulations reveal that it is possible to detect an inhomogeneity under many conditions.
The rather large distance between the laser and detector positions in the current experimental design
resulted in asymmetric v-shape pro9les. The MC simulation has demonstrated that a detecting system
where the laser beam and detector coincide could improve the accuracy in locating the inhomogeneity.
The proposed detection method can be achieved in real time and in low-cost. The current study only
focuses on locating the position of an abnormal inclusion along the scanning positions, but 3D image
reconstruction to further pinpoint the location and size of an inhomogeneity is potentially feasible.
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